## The Art of Storytelling

### Course Outline

#### Content

Life around each one of us is full of stories! Everyone has stories stored within oneself. Now is the time to share these wonderful anecdotes.

Speaking to an audience, young or old, is very satisfying. The art of storytelling is a skill which everyone can possess, rekindle and enjoy!

Learn how to create and relate a story to give happiness to both young and old. Get to the heart of what it takes to relate well, have presence and become a great storyteller. Discovering your creativity, spontaneity, authenticity, understanding stories from within, presentation skills, rapport and much more... all delivered in a relaxed environment to take all the effort away!

#### Topics

- Capturing thoughts in a logical and productive manner to form an interesting Story Structure
- Story Telling techniques
- Body Language
- Voice production – importance in variety
- International stories and how re relate to them
- The Audience – what age group?
- Impromptu story telling through different drama activities
- Class participation through role plays,...*and more!*